This paper presents DynaPeer Chaining, a peer-to-peer Video-on-Demand (VoD) delivery policy designed to deal with high bandwidth requirement of multimedia contents and additional constraints imposed by Internet environment: higher delays and jitter, network congestion, non-symmetrical clients' bandwidth and inadequate support for multicast communications. We consider the scenario where we have multiple ADSLbased peers that stream the same video to multiple receivers. We propose an adaptive scheme to take advantage of idle peers in order to improve system efficiency, even when extreme conditions (low request rates or limited peer resources) are considered. We conducted a performance comparison study of our proposal with classic multicast (Patching) and other P2P delivery schemes, such as P n 2P n and Chaining, improving their performance by 50%, 62% respectively, even when taking into account Internet constraints.
INTRODUCTION
Advances in network technology will provide the access to new generation, full-interactive and clientoriented services such as Video-on-Demand. Through these services, users will be able to view videos from remote sites at any time. However, serving multimedia files to a large number of clients in an "on demand" and "real time" way imposes a high bandwidth requirement on the underlying network and server.
To spread the deployment of VoD systems, much research effort (Guo 2003 , Hua 2004 , Yang 2005 has been focused on the delivery process of multimedia content, exploiting both unicast and multicast techniques, trying to reduce the bandwidth consumption and provide better system streaming capacity. In spite of the success of these techniques, their scalability requirements to provide service on a large-scale system, such as Internet, is still limited by server and network resources.
Recently research has looked to the peer-to-peer (P2P) paradigm as a solution to decentralize the delivery process among peers, alleviating the server load or avoiding any server at all. P2P systems for streaming video have generated important contributions. In the Chaining delivery policy (Hua 2004) , clients cache the most recently received video information in the buffer and forward it to the next clients using unicast channels. The P2Cast (Guo 2004 ) and cache-and-relay (Jin 2002 ) allow clients to forward the video data to more than one client, creating a delivery tree or ALM. However, neither Chaining nor ALM delivery policies consider client output-bandwidth limitation in collaboration process, which limits their usage to dedicated network environments. Other VoD P2P-based architectures such as PROMISE (Hefeeda 2003) , CoopNet (Padmanabhan 2002) or BitVampire (Liu 2006) assume that a client does not have sufficient output bandwidth to generate the complete information to other clients, using n clients to send the required bandwidth to aggregate. However, they assume that clients work as proxies storing whole video information. Furthermore, system scalability is compromised due to unicast communication. To solve the scalability problem, in previous works (Yang 2005) we proposed P n 2P n architecture that takes advantage of multicast technology on the client side. This architecture works by exploiting the clients non-active resources in two ways: first, it allows clients to collaborate with the server in the delivery of initial portions of video, patch streams; and second, it establishes a group of clients to store the available information of an existent server multicast channel to eliminate it. P n 2P
n also requires that output bandwidth is the same as video play-rate.
The Internet environment imposes further restrictions to P2P streaming schemes in order to provide VoD service. First, providing service over non-dedicated network environments implies no QoS guaranties, transmission congestion, packet loss and variable point-to-point bandwidth. Second, nonsymmetrical clients' bandwidth involves a careful delivery strategy due to clients' output-bandwidth limitation. Third, Internet Service-Provider (ISP) networks differ on supporting (or not) the IPMulticast delivery technology. Finally, content copyright protection affects content storage limited to non-persistent devices. Thus, content on peers is only available over a limited period of time.
To solve the above challenges, we have proposed a VoD architecture for an Internet environment, which is called P2PVoDSpread. In order to allow clients (peers) to collaborate with server-delivery process, we have designed a new delivery scheme called DynaPeer, based on a P2P paradigm. DynaPeer policy differs from the previous P2P schemes in certain key aspects. First, DynaPeer works with unicast and multicast communication techniques, depending on the technology available to the ISP network. Second, this scheme takes into consideration the non-symmetric characteristics of client bandwidth, which is in accordance with current xDSL technology. Third, our delivery scheme assumes the non-homogeneity features founded on Internet, which allows us to design a realistic delivery scheme for VoD services.
In such P2P systems, peer collaboration depends on clients' free resources and the availability of requested multimedia content. If required content is not available, peers cannot then collaborate, and their resources will be wasted, becoming idle peers. In this paper, we focus on a multicast-delivery policy, DynaPeer Chaining, capable of taking advantage of idle peers in order to improve collaboration probability and reduce server load. This scheme allows the improvement of P2P system efficiency, even in the most restricted situations (with low request rates or few peer resources). Additionally, DynaPeer chaining can operate when peers' output-bandwidth is not so restricted, facilitating further performance improvement.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we present our system overview. In section 3, the performance evaluation is presented. In Section 4, we indicate the main conclusions and future works.
SYSTEM OVERVIEW
The goal of P2PVoDSpread design is to take advantage of client collaboration to decentralize the server-delivery process, eventually shifting the streaming load to peers. Clients make their idleresources available so as to generate a complete, or partial, stream for incoming clients.
In this section, we first present details of P2PVoDSpread system, which is composed by three entities: VoD Servers, peers and Virtual Servers. Then we show how system operates, emphasizing on collaboration window concept, extended buffer strategy and DynaPeer service schemes.
System Entities and Concepts

VoD Server
The P2PVoDSpread is not a server-less system; rather, it combines a server-based architecture with a P2P delivery scheme. The server holds the entire system catalogue, acting as seeds for the multimedia content. It is also responsible for establishing every client-collaboration process, guarantying the QoS 1 .
Peers
In our system, a peer can be a computer or a set-topbox, interconnected by ISPs network. It is an active client who plays a given video and is able to collaborate with the system. Peers' collaboration capacity is limited by peer resources (bandwidth and storage) and available video data. In our case, we consider that peers have an asymmetrical input/output bandwidth (input bandwidth is, at least, the same as video play-rate and output bandwidth is supposed to be lower than video play-rate) and a limited buffer capacity. Having insufficient output bandwidth to transmit a complete video stream implies that several peers have to collaborate in order to provide service for a complete streaming session. The number of necessary peers to start a stream process to a video i is denoted as N i , and is defined by the ratio between video i play-rate and peers' output bandwidth. Furthermore, due to copyright protection and peers' limited buffer capacity, peers cannot permanently store a complete video. Therefore, they can only serve, on the fly, video data previously received from an active streaming session and temporally stored on clients' buffer.
Virtual Server
All collaborations in DynaPeer are managed by the Virtual Server (VS). A virtual server ( Fig. 1 ), denoted by VS(i,s,w), is a logical entity defined as a set of peers that collaborate in a delivery process to offset s of video i, during a period of time W. The VS's service capacity is achieved by peers' resource aggregation and will depend on the number of peers integrating this. The sum of peers' input (Ij) and output-bandwidth (Oj) will determine VS input and output streaming capacity.
Initially, it is assumed that i is the video that all peers forming VS are reproducing. Video data available on VS is defined by s (first video block currently stored on VS) and the collaboration window W. Outside [s, s+W] , the interval defined by the collaboration window, the VS is unable to make the collaboration as video data is not available in its buffer. Therefore, to provide full service for a streaming session, DynaPeer policies have to implement a sliding window over whole video data. In this way, once the collaborative buffer is full, the following blocks received (s+W, s+W+1, s+W+2,...) replace the oldest blocks (s, s+1, s+2,...).
Extended Buffer
To take advantage on clients' buffer capacity, DynaPeer are configured to set clients' buffer to store proportional information of video data that can be carried out by peers' output-bandwidth (O j ). In this way, peers does not need to store the complete minutes of video, they are coordinated to store different blocks of it (i.e., the data kept for future collaboration for a video i with a play rate Pr i , will be determined by Pr i /O j relation and buffer capacity B). We term this strategy as extended buffer. Expr. 1 determines the extended buffer size for a peer j (B j ).
The extended buffer allows peers to store only necessary data for collaboration exploiting efficiently its buffer capacity. 
Collaboration Window
The collaboration window (W i ) is defined as the extended buffer time capacity of all peers involved in a collaboration process. Due stream patches requirements the peers need their buffer to store patching information arising from the ongoing channel. Thus, extended buffer capacity for collaboration is more limited, since it can be applied only in the unused portion of the peer's buffer 2 . The W i, is calculated by expression 2.
The collaboration window defines the maximum time that an incoming request can be served by peers (i.e., period of time that any block remains stored on collaborators' buffer before its replacement). In this way, the mandatory condition for the collaboration process is that the requesting peer arrives inside the collaboration window.
System Operationally
DynaPeer operates using Virtual Servers to manage clients' collaborations. Each Virtual Server is bound to an existent ongoing channel and all requesting peers for this channel, automatically, become candidate peers inside a new VS in the system.
The VS manages the collaborations by two different levels: full-stream and partial-stream collaboration. Full-stream collaboration is achieved when the VS has sufficient resources to deliver a full stream to a new client. In this case, the whole video stream will be delivered by the VS. Otherwise, if there are not enough resources, the VS proceeds with the partial stream collaboration. In this case, VS contributes with the new client request proportionally to their service capacity and the server will be involved in the delivery process, sending data to the requesting peer in order to complete the service and to guarantee the QoS. Of course, every VS begins applying partial-stream collaboration and when it has sufficient peers and resources, it switches to full-stream mode.
DynaPeer Multicast
Using the multicast policy, DynaPeer allows the streaming process for clients in a multi-source/multidestination way, better exploiting the network capacity of ISPs. The VSs are responsible for creating multicasts channels, from the client's side 3 , serving incoming client's requests. In this way, DynaPeer avoids any extra server's resource for serving contents that have already been started by other peers.
The collaboration process works by allowing a new peer joining an ongoing multicast channel (complete stream) still receiving the entire video data stream. For new requests for the same video, the Virtual Server acts in two different ways: First, if an incoming peer can join an ongoing multicast channel, the server delivers only the missing portion of the requested video in a separate unicast channel, patch stream, using the clients' output-bandwidth capacity. The period of time that a peer can join an ongoing multicast channel is called Patching Window (detonated as P time), and it depends on client buffer capacity. Second, if a requesting peer does not have sufficient buffer space for joining the ongoing channel (arrival time > P), the VS starts a new multicast channel for the incoming peer. Once patching window finishes, DynaPeer begins the multicast collaborative window (W), whose size depends on buffer storage available for collaboration after patching policy. VS only can create a new multicast channel if the next client request arrives inside the collaboration window.
Virtual Server will be integrated by all the peers that arrive inside patching window. Therefore, depending on a video's popularity and on clients' requests rate, it is possible that the number of peers participating in a VS can be larger than N i . In this case, as only N i peers are required to propagate multicast stream, the remaining VS peers for most popular videos will not collaborate in the streaming process. On the other hand, less popular videos VS cannot have sufficient collaborators peers; consequently their VS service capacity cannot be sufficient to fulfill a complete streaming session.
We propose to use the idle peers from over-sized VS to improve the QoS and performance of VoD system. In particular, we propose the utilization of those wasted peers to operate in one of these two ways: as Backup peers or as Helper peers.
The main goal of a Backup peer is to guarantee the necessary QoS during a streaming session started by VS. The Backup peer draws an important rule for dealing with peer failures and high Internet network jitter. In this way, Backup peers are used in VS as support for active collaborators' peers. If any peers go down during a streaming session, the Backup peer will be responsible for replacing it. In addition, due to bandwidth variations, an active peer inside a VS, can have its output-bandwidth capacity reduced. In this case the VS can use the Backup peer to help on delivery process in order to supply the necessary quality of service for streaming session.
VS service capacity can be improved by the utilization of Helper peers. The main function of Helper peers is to allow the VS of non-popular videos to achieve full collaboration capacity, improving DynaPeer performance. Helper peers are allocated to collaborate with other VS without sufficient service capacity for carrying out full stream collaboration. However, Helper peers view another video and do not have the video data required to collaborate with different VS. Therefore, to assist a VS, they previously need to receive video data, connecting the Helper peer in the ongoing channel of assisted VS. As result, the Helper peer downloads video data, proportional to its outputbandwidth, stores it temporally on collaborative buffer and uses its output-capacity to delivery it to another client. The requisite for receiving the data before serving it will be wasteful unless the ingoing stream does not require additional resources. This constraint let this approach feasible only with multicast communications.
The number of available peers to perform Helper functionality (H A ) is achieved after collaboration is established. This is defined multiplying the total number of candidate peers inside a collaboration group (G i =B*λ i ) and that are not involved in the collaboration process (N i ) by number of virtual servers for video i (VS i ). Expression 3 synthesizes the number of available helpers in the system, where M is the total number of videos in system's catalog.
The number of necessary Helpers to participate in a collaboration process for a video i is defined by the number of requested peers to complete VS capacity (N i -G i ), multiplied by the number of complete streams generated for this video, always provided that the collaboration group needs Helpers peers (G i <N i ). Expression 4 gives the number of requested helpers for a video i.
The number of available helpers is limited. Therefore, we have to decide to which VS the helpers will be assigned and control when helpers will be exhausted. To resolve the first issue, we assign helpers to those VSs that have fewer requisites to accomplish with a complete stream capacity, To control the number of available helpers, we use expr. 3 (available helpers) combined with expr. 5 that evaluates the total number of helper peers required by first k videos (more popular): Fig. 2 shows a snapshot of the system in multicast configuration. Client arrival rates are shown in figure (time bar). Peer 1 has sent a video i request to the server that has started a multicast channel to attend it. A few minutes later and inside P 1 time, peers 2, 3, 4 and 5 request the same video. Theses clients were joined to multicast channel I and they are incorporated to VS1. In time 2, patching window finishes and DynaPeer begins the multicast collaboration window (W 1 ). After P 1 time, but also inside W 1 time, peer 6 requests the same content i from the server. DynaPeer selects peers 1, 2 and 3 (N i =3) to deliver the video and starts a new multicast channel (channel II) for attending the request. Once channel propagation is made, peer 4 is set as Backup peer for VS1 whilst peer 5 is set as a Helper peer.
In time 5, peer 7 requests video i. It arrives inside P2 time and could be joined to multicast channel II. In time 8, due time constraints, peer 8 request was unable to join either multicast channel I or II. The only possible alternative is to create a new channel. The VS 1 is unable to create this channel due to its collaboration window W 1 is surpassed by peer arrival time.
Regardless that VS 2 was also incomplete in its total stream capacity to serve the request, it could achieve its completed service capacity by the utilization of VS 1 Helper peer 5. At that moment, VS 2 could start the delivery process to the requesting peer, generating multicast channel III. Finally peer 9 arrives in minute 9, and it can join the ongoing multicast channel III 
DynaPeer Chaining
In DynaPeer, the use of Helpers allows idle clients to participate in the collaboration process. This contribution is useful in providing full stream capacity to a VS, avoiding server participation. However, depending on request load, not all helpers can be used by the DynaPeer policy to collaborate with Virtual Servers. In Fig. 3 , we show the number of total helpers, calculated using expr. 3, and the remaining free helpers after applying DynaPeer Multicast (expr. 5). As can be seen, there is an important volume of free helpers, even with low request rates. The main idea behind DynaPeer Chaining is that those free Helpers that are also idle in the system are grouped to generate a new Virtual Server in order to propagate video information for a new period of time. This propagation can be understood as an extension of a previous VS collaboration window. Thus, the VS of popular videos does not need such an extension; in contrast, however, the VS of unpopular videos does. The collaboration process works identically to DynaPeer Multicast. The main difference in this approach is Fig. 4 shows a snapshot at minute 12 of DynaPeer Chaining for an unpopular video. We have determined that the number of collaborative clients to attend a full stream capacity is equal to 3. Furthermore, client buffer are constant and sufficient to generate two minutes of collaboration window (W 1 , W 2 and W 3 ). There are two requests for this video, the first starting at minute 0 (peer 1) and the last at minute 12 (peer 2). When peer 1 makes its request, a new virtual server is created (VS 1 ) and three Helper peers are designated to it, in order to guarantee full stream capacity (DynaPeer Helpers). However, DynaPeer Chaining detects that requestedvideo is set as 'unpopular', and schedules new helpers to create a new VS at the final time of the VS 1 collaboration window (W 1 ). This process creates VS 2 . This new VS will propagate the video for a longer W 2 period of time. As no requests are received in this period, DynaPeer Chaining maintains its function, generating another new VS (VS 3 ) to once again propagate the video data for future requests. Finally, the request from client 2 arrives at minute 12, being attended by VS 3 .
We notice that, in this example, DynaPeer Chaining needed 6 Helpers to attend the client's request (peer 2). Thus, the number of Helpers for this purpose will depend on the number of available Helpers in the system, which is given by the number of requests for the most popular videos. Thus, with DynaPeer Chaining, future clients requesting nonpopular videos will have a greater probability of being attended by a VS, alleviating Server load. 
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, we show the analytical model results for the DynaPeer delivery scheme (Souza, 2007) , starting by evaluating the performance contrasted with Patching delivery policy and other P2P-based delivery policies. The goal of this experimentation is to analyze DynaPeer Chaining performance andscalability with respect to different workloads. The evaluation is based on the server load metric that is defined as the mean number of streams required by the server at the end of analysis. We have evaluated this metric over different workloads (requests rate) and client's resources (client-buffer sizes and output bandwidth). These parameters are related with each other and affect the peercollaboration capacity
Workload and Metrics
In our experiments, we assumed that inter-arrival time of client requests follows a Poisson arrival process with a mean of 1/λ, where λ is the request rate. We used a Zipf-like distribution to model video popularity. The probability of the i th most popular video being chosen is
, where M is the catalogue size and z is the skew factor that adjusts the probability function. For the whole study, the skew factor is fixed to 0.729 (typical video-shop distribution, Hongliang 2006 
Client-request Rate Effect
In this experiment, we have changed client request rate from 2 to 50 requests per minute. The other system parameters are assumed to have the default values shown in table 1. Fig. 5 shows that DynaPeer Chaining performs DynaPeer Multicast when system load is lesser than 21 req/min. The improvement depends on system load, but on average it achieves a server load reduction of 14%. After this load there are not free helpers for applying DynaPeer Chaining, however, this fact not impact policy performance, achieving the same results than DynaPeer Multicast.
DynaPeer policies are capable of accomplishing the optimal performance of 100 complete streams (by taking in account initial seed video streams required for each catalogue video) + patch streams, with only a request rate of 37 req/min.
Comparing the performance of DynaPeer policies with other approaches, we can noticed than as the requests increases, the amount of available resource of clients also increases, which provides a lower server-load for DynaPeer policies. DynaPeer Chaining policy improves Patching requirements by up to 78%, whilst surpass P n 2P n and Chaining by 50% and 62% respectively. Analyzing the results, we can conclude that DynaPeer Chaining policy provides an unlimited scalability, due to it is capable to hold server load in spite of however the request-rate may have grown.
Client-buffer Size Effect
The goal of this experimentation is to evaluate the influence of peer storage resources (buffer size) on delivery policies performance. To evaluate this, we have changed client buffer size from 1 to 50 minutes, showing the server-load achieved.
In figure 6 , we can perceive that client's buffer size have an important impact on system performance. The server-load of all policies decreases in accordance with client-buffer size, due to larger buffer capacity improves sharing capabilities among requests. The results show that also DynaPeer Multicast and DynaPeer Chaining policies are able to achieve better buffer efficiency than the others. This can be shown by swift convergence to optimal performance obtained by DynaPeer policies. DynaPeer achieves lower server requirements with a buffer capacity of 14 minutes. Patching achieves its best performance (320 streams) with a buffer capacity for 28 minutes of video, meanwhile chaining achieves at minute 27.
Output-Bandwidth Size Effect
In this section, we evaluate the delivery policy's performance in accordance with client outputbandwidth. This parameter only has influence over DynaPeer policies; due to the other approaches do not consider client output-bandwidth limitation. Analyzing the figure 7, DynaPeer approaches have different behaviors. DynaPeer Multicast first decreases in server-load; when peer outputbandwidth is over 600 Kbps, it begins to lose performance and so the server-load increases. This is caused by the extended buffer definition, which means higher output-bandwidth creating a lower extended buffer capacity, and consequently resulting in lower performance. In this case, better results are achieved when a tradeoff between extended Buffer capacity and output bandwidth is employed.
On the other hand, DynaPeer Chaining keeps alleviating server-load due to helpers' utilization. This fact can be possible due the creation of chains of helpers that can provide a collaboration window as big as necessary for collaboration. We can infer that DynaPeer Chaining provides extra capabilities to adapt P2PVoDSpread system to a heterogeneous environment. Furthermore, it can take advantage of additional peer resources (i.e. output bandwidth), when they are available, to enhance scalability and performance.
CONCLUSIONS
Our concern in this paper is a new VoD system based on a P2P paradigm and multicast communication for Internet VoD services. Instead of independent collaborations between server and client, the proposed DynaPeer and DynaPeer Chaining delivery policies synchronize a group of clients for collaboration to attend new requests, reducing server-resource requirements.
The experimental study with analytical models shows that DynaPeer policies improve VoD system capacity and decrease the server-load, taking major advantage of client resources to decentralize the delivery process. Experimental results have shown that DynaPeer performance depends directly on the number of available collaborators and their resources. DynaPeer Chaining can make use of idle peers to improve system efficiency, even when extreme conditions (low request rate or limited peer resources) are considered. Furthermore, it can take advantage of additional peer resources, to enhance P2PVoDSpread scalability and performance in an heterogeneous environment.
We are extending DynaPeer system, analyzing the impact of dynamic behavior of Internet on our delivery schemes. We are focused on scheduling and peer selection policies capable to itself to a heterogeneous environment. Second, we are working on a dynamic and distributed control mechanism to provide fault-tolerance functionality. All these characteristics will be considered in future work, using simulation tools and a real prototype.
